
A LEGACY FOR ALARIC Tips 

Farmer 
Just SAY TO FARMER "HEILO" and he will answer you and offer you a task to do. 
Complete the task and he will reward you with some fertiliser. 

SQUIRREL 
The nearest thing you will get to a 'red-herring' but be careful that he does 
not steal the seed from you •... once you have found it! 

SEED 
Examine the hole in the tree to learn of the nuts and then search the nuts to 
find the seed. To be able to leave the forest with the seed, you must change its 
appearance . . • . . making it grow might help. 
FLASK 
Useful for keeping hot and cold things in, so take a good look around where the 
snow lies 'undisturbed'. 

WARRIOR 
Do not waste your time trying to get rid of him, just ask sorrebody else to do 
it for you. 

STABLE 
Search aJOC)ngst the hay and see what you find but if you must read the rx>ster don't 
hang around. 

THE SOFT BUSH 
Examine it to find an article of clothing. 

ADVENTURER 
When you rreet him just accept his invitation and sit down by the fire. 

TOWER 
Its occupant will not open the door to strangers so why not try knocking and hiding 
and if you can get him to extend an arm or two just grab it and hang on tight! 

BRIAN 
If he won't let you in just try bribing him. Also why not ask him to help you with 
disrx:>sing of the warrior .... SAY TO BRIAN "FIGHT WARRIOR" or sarething similar. 

INN 
In here you can find the rreans to light your lamp . . . ask the landlord and to locate 
a cork just visit the loo. When the Dwarf collapses in a drunken sturx>r just get some 
wax from the candle and quickly make an impression of the key. 

BOAT 
Examine it carefully before climbing aboard and if necessary carry out some repair 
work before setting sail. 

NOTE: Reirove the document from the sack and read it to learn of your quest and 
objective. 

Use the fertiliser to make the seed grow • • • rub it in itell ! ! ! 

A discarded stilt can sorretimes serve as a 'makeshift' oar. 

The landlord can be quite helpful is asked the correct questions. 

Make sure you give the coin to Brian BEFORE asking for his help with 
the Warrior. 




